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ABSTRACT 

Metrics of energy, area, and time are defined for a graph-theoretic model of 

VLSI computation. A number of "technological constant factors" are introduced 

in order to take into account the effects of using different technologies for imple

menting logic circuits. Different constant factors are seen to be appropriate for 

different logic families. We examine seven such families: NMOS, CMOS, CMOS-SOS, 

I2L, GaAs HEMT, JJ-CIL, and JJ-CS. 

1. Introduction 

The area of VLSI modeling has been the scene of a disparity between circuit theorists and 

complexity theorists. The former have developed methods for the detailed study of circuit 

behavior, while the latter have used graph-theoretic models to derive asymptotic results. 

The circuit-theoretic approach, while accurate to within the stability and robustness of the 

numerical methods used, is time-consuming; circuits involving more than a few transistors take 

extremely long to simulate. Further, in the process of producing the required information they 

usually generate a good deal of data that is not directly usable. Finally, these circuit techniques 

do no give any idea of the area of the chips they attempt to model; for this, detailed layout must 

be resorted to. The factors governing these layouts and simulations vary widely from technology 

to technology, so that the techniques used are not general in any sense. 

Complexity theorists have sought to avoid these limitations, and have succeeded in a way; 

however, their techniques have resulted in some difficulties of a different nature. This approach 

[11, 14, 15J utilizes the concept of embedding a circuit as a graph on a planar grid, making state

ments about the asymptotic growth of area and time in these embedded circuits. Elegant proof 

techniques involving graph theory and information flow can be applied. Unfortunately, the very 

This work wa.s supported by the Semiconductor Research Corporation Grant SRC 1-44247-52055. 
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simplicity of the graph abstraction proves to be its major shortcoming. Gates are abstracted as 

grid points; in essence all the area is assumed to be taken up by wiring. 

More important, the physical phenomena underlying the devices used in VLSI make many of 

the asymptotic results difficult to interpret; we might, for instance be faced with a result such as 

"The area of a chip solving problem P is N2 for input size N" whereas in fact we actually mean 

"The area of a chip solving problem- P is N2 for input size N, provided the area does not exceed 

100 mm 2." While there is more truth to the latter statement, the relation of asymptotic limits to 

physical constraints is hard to perceive. Further, designers and circuit modelers are often 

interested in evaluating different approaches to solve a problem that might only differ by a con

stant factor; such distinctions are lost in asymptotic studies. 

We propose a new model here that attempts to tackle some of these problems. While it 

would be tempting to report that our model captures the best of both worlds by combining the 

simplicity of the complexity theoretic approach with the realism of the circuit simulators, there 

are a number of problems that prevent us from attaining this happy state of affairs. We outline 

these problems later in this report. 

We have, however, developed a graph-theoretic formulation that includes the notions of 

gate size, wire size, fanout, gate and wire delay, wiring layers and signal propagation. More 

importantly, we have classified the modes of energy consumption in integrated circuits and sup

plied the means for evaluating this quantity. Finally, we have equipped the model with a number 

of "techn-0logical constants", thereby furnishing it with the versatility to deal with various fabri

cation technologies and logic families. 

Section 2 is a statement of the model; this is followed by a list of values for technological 

constants for present and future technologies in section 3. Section 4 explains how the model may 

be "fitted" on to seven current technologies, and discusses some features common to all of them. 

The next section describes each of the technologies in some detail, and furnishes a list of techno

logical constants. The final section concludes by outlining some of the problems faced in applying 

this model, and describing the framework within which it should be used. 

2. Model of Computation 

In the following assumptions, greek letters are used for the technological constant factors. 

(There are two exceptions: 8 and ~ bear their standard meaning of vertex in- and -out-degree.) 

Sets and their elements are defined by capitalized and lower case roman letters, respectively. 

1. Sources 0111 sinks 111. A computation graph is a directed hypergraph G = (V, H). A 

hyperedge h is denoted by an ordered pair ( 0 11 , / 11 ) of vertex sets 0 11 C V, 111 ~ V. The 

vertices in 0 11 are the sOurces of h; the vertices in I1a are its sinks. 
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2. Edge fanout restrictions Omax• tmax· Each edge h has at least one, and at most 0(1), sources 

and sinks: 

Limits on vertex indegree 8 and outdegree A are discussed in Assumption 10. 

3. Vertex widths Agate> AJ/O· Each vertex in a computation graph is embedded as a square 

region in the Euclidean plane. No two vertices overlap. The size of an embedded vertex 

depends upon its functionality: gates v E V9ate occupy >..ffate area, while 1/0 ports v E ~/o 

occupy >..f10 area. 

4. Edge width )..wirer number of wiring layersµ. An edge is embedded as a connected set of wire 

segments. Each wire segment is a rectangle of width )..wire and arbitrary length, placed on 

one of µ planar wiring layers stacked above the plane of the vertices. A wire segment on 

the bottom wiring layer connects to the vertices it passes over. Two wire segments are con

nected to each other if they pass over the same point and if they are on either the same 

layer or an adjacent layer. (Note that rµ/21 disconnected wire segments may pass over the 

same point in the vertex plane. Also note that any hyperedge h can be embedded as a tree 

or wire segments passing over the vertices in oh u lh.) 

5. Total area A, maximum total area tlmax· The total area A of an embedded computation 

graph is the area of the smallest square that encloses all its vertices and wire segments. The 

area of this square is bounded by a technological constant: A :5 Clmax· 

6. Maximum edge length Amax· The total length llhll of an (embedded) edge h is the sum of 

the lengths or its wire segments. Edge lengths are bounded by a constant: 'ih llh II :5 >-max· 

7. Votes v{ t ), signals h ( t ). The state of the computation graph at any time t is defined by a 

vector ( V( t ), H( t)) of votes v( t) and signals h ( t) associated with each vertex v and 

hyperedge h. The value of a vote or signal is taken from the ternary set {O, 1, u }: logic-0, 

logic-I, and undetermined. (An alternative formulation, found in [llJ and in state-of"."the-art 

circuit simulators, takes signal values from a two-dimensional set of voltages V and 

impedances R .) 

8. Maximum size of voting equivalence class emax• edge delay d,,, time constants Tgate. Twsre and 

Tfanout , transmission line indicator ~. signal rise time rh. 

a. In many technologies, the delay associated with a wire can be decreased by driving 

that wire with a larger transistor. Such high-power drivers can be represented by 

several (unit-power) sources with identical voting behavior. We are thus led to the 

following definition or equivalence classes ch,i on the voting behavior or the sources 

for each edge h: 

V1,V2 E c,,,i ~ (vvV2 E Oh) A ('it vi(t) = v2(t)) 
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A technological limit on driving power translates into a restriction on the size of (i.e., 

number of vertices in) any voting equivalence class: 

Vh ,i I C1i,i I < ~mu 
b. At the time of circuit construction (t = 0), a fi.xed but indeterminate delay d1i is 

assigned to each edge h. An edge's delay (in a worst-case analysis) is proportional to 

its length II h II and number of sinks I I1i I, and inversely proportional to the size of its 

smallest equivalence class ch = min I ch,i I < ~Illa$: 
I 

d _ llh llrwire + I lh I 1"/anout ( 50%) 
h - Tgate + C4 ± • 0 

(Indeterminacy is introduced into the definition of edge delays to force "realistic" 

design practices, e.g., self-timed or clocked logic.) 

c. We define r4 to be the rise time of a signal on edge h. For technologies in which wires 

are transmission lines, rh is approximately equal to the gate delay r 9ate· We indicate 

this by assigning the value 1 to the 0-1 variable ~(a mnemonic is the common symbol 

Z for the impedance of a line). The other technological possibility is that the wires 

are essentially capacitive in nature (as long as their length does not exceed >-mu' as 

defined in Assumption 6). Thus 

d. The value of a signal h ( t) is determined by the votes of its sources Oh, with delay dh. 

We prevent the propagation of unreasonably-short signal pulsewidths by requiring the 

"election results" to be stable for at least rh time units. 

1
1, if 3vE0h VsE[t-dh,t-dh+ rh] v(s) = 1, 

h(t) = :· if 3vE01i VsE[t-dh,t-dh+ rh] v(s) = 0, 

else 

else 

Note that this formulation allows "wire-oring": the signal on an edge becomes 1 if any 

of its source votes is 1 for at least rh time. 

9. Symmetry indicator O'. 

a. Not all patterns of voting behavior are allowed in all technologies. One restriction is 

observed in the so-called "symmetric" technologies (q = 1). In these technologies, the 

effects of logic-1 votes and logic-0 vote are symmetric, making "wire-oring" infeasible. 

(A system of "majority-rule" is conceivable but not observed in any present-day logic 

family, possibly because it would reduce noise margins.) To outlaw wire-oring, we per

mit just one equivalence class per edge: 

(q = 1) =*" (Vt Vh Vvvv2 e 0 11 v1(t) = vit)) 
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b. A s.econd type of restriction on allowable voting behavior arises in the asymmetric (a= 0) 

technologies. We must restrict the number of high-power logic-I votes that appear at one 

time on an edge, to avoid exceeding the current density limit mentioned in Assumption 8a: 

(o-=0}-=* (Vt\ih l{veoh: v(t)=l}I < ema3;) 

10. Logic family¢» power supply period Tsupply• 1/0 schedule S, external clock period Tito· 

a. A logic family ¢> is a technologically-constrained set of triples ( 8, f, 6. ). The first and 

third parts of a triple denote the indegree and outdegtee of one type of gate. The 

second part of a triple defines a functionality, or voting behavior. A gate with the 

'and' functionality, for example, is modelled by a vertex whose vote is the logical 'and' 

or the signals on its in-edges. As another example, the 'latch' function depends on a 

delayed feedback signal. Finally, the voting behavior of gates in the JJ-CIL technology 

depends upon the phase of their AC power supply. Thus, in the general case, the 

functionality fv of a. gate v has 2 + 8v parameters, and defines the gate's vote as fol

lows: 

where the phase or the power supply (assumed to have a 90% duty cycle} is 

I 0, if t < (.1 + ~ /rsupptJ ) Tsupply 

c(t) = 1 h . , ot erw1se 

Note that voting is a zero-delay process, since gate delays were included m the 

definition or edge delay dh. 

b. An 1/0 port Vi E Vito has 8v = 1, Av = 1. Its voting is determined by an 

externally-imposed I/O schedule Si E {ro, r 11 ru, w 0, wl1 Wu}'. Each literal in Si indi

cates whether the I/O port is to read (ro, r 1, ru) or write (w0, w11 wu) a 'O', a 'l', or a 

'u '. The k-th literal in Si refers to the k-th external clock period defined by 

t E ((k-llrf10,lcr11ol, where T1/o is a technological constant. Thus, if the k-th literal 

is r :n the port votes vi ( t) = z during the k-th clock period. Alternatively, if the k-th 

literal is wy, we say the schedule Si is "satisfied" only if the port's in-edge h has sig

nal h ( t) = y, for all times t in the k-th clock period. (Ir the output bit for some time 

period is u, i.e. undetermined, we allow h ( t) to be any value.) 

11. Energy consumption Estandby• E 1--01 E'lllim Esink• E. Four modes of energy consumption are 

observed in physical realizations of computation graphs. 

a. A constant powe~ dissipation of fstandbo; / Tgate is associated with every gate. The worst 

case (over all 1/0 schedules S} total "standby" energy dissipation over the period 

(tv t2J is thus defined as 
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Estandby = max L s 
11 E V911• 

b. In asymmetric (wire-or) technologies, a gate voting 1 consumes more power than a 

gate voting 0. We define .energy t 1-0 so that the difference between these two levels of 

power consumption is t 1-0/Tgate· Total energy consumption in this mode is thus 

J el--0 dt 
11 5 I 5 t2 Tgate 

11(t) =1 

By Assumption 8d, a gate's vote can change a signal only if it persists for at least 

rh ~ Tgale time. We thus employ the following (approximate) expression for E 1--0: 

E1--0 = max E E t1--0 

S 11 E Vg•t• t1/1gct• 5 }; 5 12 / rg•t• 
11(k1g•te> = 1 

c. Each change in an edge's signal consumes energy proportional to the length of that 

edge. Assuming such signal changes occur at a frequency less than l/rgate• we write 

E'Win = max E 
s h 

d. Energy Esinlo like Ewim is a form of "switching energy." In this case, the energy con

sumption is proportional to the number of sinks: 

Esink =max L s L I lh I fsink 

tl / 1g•t• 5 }; 5 12 / 19.t• 
h(krgct1> ~ h((t+1)'rg1te> 

e. The total energy consumed by a computation is E = Es1a11dby + E1--0 + Ewire + Esink. 

3. Technological Parameters 

In this section we give a list of technological constant values for seven technologies. 

Present-day values as well as projected values for circuits fabricated in the late eighties are listed. 

Table 1 gives approximate values for the "constant factors" of seven VLSI technologies with 

current fabrication and circuit-design techniques. 

An important feature of Table 1 is the diagonal structure of the entries for circuit energies 

€standby, e1--0, Ewirei and Esin.t· When calculating total energy, contributions from entries below the 

diagonal can be ignored. For example, the technologies with Estandby > 0 have a nearly constant 

power dissipation per gate which does not increase by more than 10% when the gates change 

their state at maximum frequency. 

Table 1 is not quite a co~plete list of the parameters in the model. The following are 

nearly constant over all current technologies: 

amaz = 108 um2, T1/o = 20 ns, 

µ = 4 to 6 layers, >..110 = 1a2 um. 
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I2L JJ-CIL NMOS HEMT JJ-CS CMOS CMOS-SOS units 

Agate 10 60 70 70 100 100 100 um 

A wire 4 10 4 4 10 4 4 um 

Amaz 10'' 100 104 104 100 104 104 um 

Tgate, Tfanout 2000 20 500 50 500 2000 2000 ps 

Tw1re 1 0.02 1 1 1 1 0.5 ps />..wire 

T suppl!/ 1000 ps 

Estandb!I 10 0.01 .-....o ,.._,o .-....o ....... o ,.._,o fl 

E1--0 1 0.1 ....... o --o --o fl 

Ewire 0.02 1 0.01 fl/A.wire 

fsint 1 fl 

emaz 1 1 10 10 1 10 10 

17 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 

~ 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Omaz 102 1 1a2 102 1 ( = emaz) ( = €maz) 

tmc.z: 1 1 104 104 104 104 104 

Table 1. Current constant factors for seven VLSI technologies. 

(Multiplicative factors for units are f = 10-15, p = 10-12, n = 10-9, and u = 1o-8.) 

Note that, by Assumption 4, µ. = 6 corresponds to a three-level metal process. The other µ. - 3 

layers are made of an insulating material, through which small square holes or "vias" are cut. 

Table 2 presents technological constants for the future, (h()pefully) valid for late-1980s fabri

cation. The following are nearly constant over all our futuristic technologies: 

amas = 109 um2, TJ/O = 10 ns, 

µ. = 4 to 6 layers, 'A110 = 50 um. 

Table 3 indicates the availability of gates in each of the seven technologies; we use these 

gates as the basis of our conservative estimates for various parameters in section 5. The use of 

pass-transistors on the input of a 2-input NOR in NMOS gives us a 4-input NOR in this family. 

(Following Assumption 8b, we adopt a negative-logic convention for NMOS. A signal voltage of -

VDD is thus a logic-0, and a Mead-Conway-style NAND gate becomes a NOR gate.) 
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I2L JJ-CIL NMOS HEMT Ji-cs CMOS CMOS-SOS units 

>.gate 4 15 7 7 40 10 10 um 

>.wire 0.5 () 0.5 0.5 4 0.5 0.5 um ,.. 

>-miu 5·104 10° 5·104 5·104 100 5·104 5·104 um 

Tgate1Tfanout 1000 5 100 10 200 100 100 ps 

T wire 0.1 0.005 0.1 0.1 1 0.1 0.1 PS />-wire 

T suppl!/ 1000 ps 

fstandby 1 . 0.002 ....... o --o --o ....... o --o f J 

f1.co 0.05 0.1 --o ....... o ....... o f J 

fwire 0.02 0.05 0.001 f Jf>.111ire 

fsink 0.05 f J 

ema~ 1 1 10 10 1 IO 10 

<7 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 

~ 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Om<U 1<>2 1 IO I02 1 ( = emu) ( = emu) 

tmu 1 1 104 I04 104 I04 I04 

Table 2. Futuristic constant factors for seven VLSI technologies. 

4. Features Common to All Technologies 

In this section we concern ourselves with those features of the model common to all the 

technologies we will study in the next section. 

4.1. Derivation of Model Parameters 

The model we have just delineated includes a number of "technological constants" to cater 

to the wide variety of technologies and logic families available. The question then arises - how do 

we arrive at values for these constants? In other word.s, given a description of a process for 

manufacturing devices for digital logic and the circuit characteristics of these devices, we require 

a procedure for assigning values for these constants. We begin this section by providing some 

intuition into this process. Following this we deal with some aspects of circuit behavior common 

to all technologies, notably the properties of interconnect lines and their futuristic trends. A 



(8,A)./ I2L JJ-CIL NMOS HEMT JJ-CS CMOS CMOS-SOS 

(1,1 }.INVERTER * * * * * 
(1,4).INVERTER * 
(1,1).CLOCKED INVERTER * 

( 2, 1 ).NAND,NOR * * * * 

(2,1).AND,OR * * * * 

(2,1).ARBITRARY * * 

(4,1}.NAND * * 
(4,1}.NOR * * * 

Table 3. Gate availabilities in seven VLSI technologies (availability indicated by *). 

detailed discussion or individual technologies and parameter values is deferred to the next section. 

The most fundamental specification for any technology is tb.e linewidth, or the size of the 

smallest feature that can be fabricated. It is reasonable to assume that the smallest wires have 

this width, and require as much spacing between adjacent wires. The parameter >-wiu is thus 

assumed to be twice the linewidth for most technologies. An exception is the Josephson current

steering technology (or, indeed, any technology that transmits information via a current loop 

rather than a voltage referenced to a universal ground plane); in this case we have to consider the 

fact that every physical wire is accompanied by a return path for closing the loop. We then take 

>-wire to be four times the linewidth. 

From the device characteristics, we could determine the types of gates that can be made. In 

the literature, this specification is usually given along with the process description. It is then pos

sible to derive two features of interest to us. We directly have the feasible family of boolean 

functions (8,f,A) available in the logic family ¢. From the dimensions of the devices made in the 

process, we can then form an estimate or >..gate by a simple layout process. Frequently, we are 

spared this task as figures Jor gate size (or, equivalently, gate density) are given by the 

manufacturers/researchers who describe the logic family. The figures reported in Table 3 reflect 

the size or the largest of the gates in ¢>for a given technology. 

Timing estimates are generally the hardest to form from device-level data. The behavior of 

individual devices and gates differs significantly Crom the behavior of complex networks or such 
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elements. The presence or long interconnect lines further compounds the problem, as the proper

ties of these are known to fall into several regimes [2J. The primary objective of our imposition of 

the limit Amu is, in Cact, to avoid the problem of operating lines in the diffusion regime. 

Most descriptions or new logic give delay figures for basic inverters (either by themselves or 

in a ring-oscillator configuration). While this is a good value to adopt for Tgate• it gives little 

information about Ttanout or Twire- Since the figure given for inverter/gate delay usually assumes 

that the gate is driving an identical gate, we can form a conservative estimate by setting rfmut 

also equal to this figure. Note that Tgate includes two components - one for the intrinsic switching 

time or the gate (in some sense, a "no-load" switching time), and the other for driving the load 

(in most technologies, this appears to dominate). Only the latter component is augmented by the 

addition or fanout; hence the conservative nature of this estimate for Tfanout· 

r wire can only be determined if we have figures that give the reactive properties of the inter

connect lines (capacitance/inductance per unit length). We then compare this figure with the 

capacitance/inductance (depending on whether signals are propagated as voltages/currents) of a 

gate input, and determine what fraction of a gate load a unit length of line constitutes. r wire is 

then given by the product of this fraction and Tfanout-

4.2. Interconnect Lines 

We now turn to the characteristics of interconnection lines, as their behavior exerts consid

erable influence on timing and energy dissipation. Recent work on the properties or interconnec

tion lines on various substrates is reported in [16J. Saraswat and Mohammadi have made so~e 

predictions concerning the scaling behavior of interconnect lines in [13J. Their formulation for 

capacitance, however, appears somewhat simplistic in that they assume a parallel plate model by 

which they are able to predict a linear reduction in capacitance. We will discuss this issue later 

in this section. 

Any transmission line is characterized by four impedance properties - the series resistance 

and inductance, and the shunt conductance and capacitance per unit length. Since the fabrica

tion of integrated circuits generally utilizes heavy layers of insulation per unit length, the conduc

tance component can be neglected safely. The resistive component depends on the material used 

for the lines; while aluminum and polysilicon have conventionally been used, metals like tungsten 

and titanium (and their silicides) are under investigation. For current linewidths these have a line 

resistivity of about 500 n/ cm. This resistivity increases as lines are made smaller; while the 

value increases as the square of the scaling factor (a figure > 1, by which all dimensions are 

divided), it is important to recognize the fact that the absolute resistance for some fixed line

length (say Agate) is a more meaningful metric for comparison. In some sense, this gives us an 

idea or the resistance required to achieve the same degree of functionality , in this case the 
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connection of two minimum-sized gates (gate-sizes presumably scale at the same rate as intercon

nect lines). This figure scales up linearly as dimensions are scaled. 

Capacitances are harder to deal with, since they depend on the material used for the sub

strate and the insulation rather than the line itself. Further, interactions between adjacent lines 

introduce additional capacitances that are not easy to account for. Finally, the simple parallel 

plate model of [131 will not really hold since "fringing effects" become particularly dominant at 

small linewidths. The parallel plate model predicts that capacitance per unit line-length remains 

essentially constant, while the capacitance per Avllfe scales down linearly. By taking a more 

rigorous approach, Yuan et al. [16J show that even at present ( 1-5 µm ) linewidths, the latter 

figure does not diminish quite as rapidly for silicon substrates. Gallium arsenide and sapphire 

substrates are already into this zone of sublinear capacitance scaling. Current values for capaci

tance per A10ire are in the region of 0.05 - 0.1 femtofarads per A101m for various substrates. [16J 

also indicates that these figures rise by as much as a 100% for gallium arsenide and sapphire sub

strated when multiple lines are considered (due to inter-line capacitances). We therefore take the 

0.1 fF value for current technology. 

The results mentioned above show that the RC product (per Awire) will not remain con

stant, due to the fact that the increase in resistance will not quite be counterbalanced by the 

decrease in ·capacitance. We are not considering such figures as the delay on the longest line of 

the largest chip that can be fabricated in a technology (as do Saraswat and Mohammadi), the 

significance of which is not entirely obvious (large die sizes are not necessarily a part of the scal

ing process; further, it is not clear that such long lines are inevitable). It appears that with metal 

lines in current technology, we have the ability to transmit signals at delays below one 

nanosecond per cm. It also appears that the most important concern for designers of the future is 

to reduce the series resistance of lines; "tall" lines (small width and large height) could alleviate 

this problem, but are hard to etch. 

5. On the Modeling ot Seven Technologies 

In this section we will look into the properties of computational devices manufactured by 

seven technologies in some detail. 

5.1. NMOS 

We choose to begin our description of technologies with NMOS, because of its widespread 

popularization by Mead and Conway .. Some of the salient features of NMOS logic are noted 

below, following which we give a listing of model parameters and their future trends. 

Logic functions can be realized by two major methods in NMOS: active gates, and pass

transistor networks. Attempts have been made to realize logic by means of more intricate MOS 
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networks [12J; but these attempts have not been very successful and have in fact been discouraged 

by advocates of structured design techniques. We will therefore study computations involving 

just these two NMOS elements. 

In our model, we depict gates by vertices in the hypergraph. Modeling pass-transistors 

explicitly has proven very complicated, and we choose instead to absorb them into the gates fol

lowing them. Since good circuit design practice precludes long chains of pass-transistors (to main

tain logic levels) we impose the constraint that no more than two pass-transistors can be con

nected serially without level restoration by buffers/gates. 

We anticipate reductions of >._gate and >. 1111,, to about a tenth of their current values by the 

beginning of the next decade. We also note that modeling the temporal behavior of transistors 

driving large loads (wire/fan-out) is a complex problem; we have therefore adopted the conserva

tive technique of separating the gate- and wire-delay components. A good treatment of the limit 

>-m" is given in [2J. The figures reported there ar.e 10 mm for present technology and 50 mm in 

the future. 

The work of Hoeneisen and Mead [8J and of Hart et al. [7J suggests that the ultimate limits 

on MOS speed will be reached at around a tenth of a nanosecond; this limit stems from the fun

damental physical properties of MOS devices. 

In NMOS it is possible to connect the outputs of several gates (sharing a common pullup) so 

that the output of the composite structure (at the lower end of the common pullup) is pulled 

down if any one of the gates (voters) conducts. In keeping with popular convention, we speak of 

this as a wire-or configuration (the exact logic function realized is, of course, dependent on which 

logic convention - positive or negative - is assumed). We restrict the number of voters in a wire

or configuration to a hundred; this is because a pull-down has a reverse-junction leakage current 

even when "OFF". The presence or a large number or pull-down voters increases this leakage 

component; when all of them are "OFF", the trickle current may be large enough to lead to the 

deterioration or the vote on the edge. In scaled transistors, the ratio of OFF-resistance to ON

resistance is even lower, and we expect the maximum possible number of wire-or voters to 

decrease to about ten. 

For similar reasons we restrict Omu to be 10; ima:i is restricted to 103 because of the limita

tion on >.mu • 

The major phenomenon of interest to us is that an NMOS gate dissipates power when "ON" 

i.e. when the pulldown network is conducting. In this condition, the power dissipation is 

governed by the size or the pull-up alone, since the pull-down resistance is small in comparison. 

Over the next decade, we expect €1--0 to drop from its present value in the femtojoule range to the 

order of a hundredth of a femtojoule. At this point we again run into fundamental limits, and 
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intricate circuit techniques must be resorted to for lowering the energy dissipations of NMOS cir

cuits; these may include the use of coding techniques, intermittently operational circuits (between 

bouts of activity, the circuit is "rested" to cool down) and other tricks. The importance of such 

techniques is supported by the studies of [8], whic.h indicate that in large-scale circuit 

configurations the power dissipation constraint could reach a critical stage before the physical lixn

its of individual devices become a problem. 

5.2. CMOS and CMOS-SOS 

The devices used in CMOS are essentially the same as those in NMOS, and the same funda

mental limits apply here as well. Logic is realized through a combination of complementary gates 

and pass transistors. We shall follow the same convention for pass-transistors here as we did in 

the case of NMOS. 

The study of CMOS limits is a little more subtle than NMOS, since the dominant effects are 

circuit-dependent (as opposed to device-dependent) to a greater extent. [8] suggests, for instance, 

that speed of operation would be constrained by power dissipation rather than by device physics. 

This is because almost all the dissipation in CMOS is during state transitions; this imposes a max

imum rate of occurence of transitions within a circuit. 

We thus give a 2 ns figure for gate delay with present technology; this could drop by a fac

tor of ten over the next decade. Clearly, wire-oring is not permitted, at least in vanilla CMOS. 

The parameters Om.a:; and i 111 a:; are restricted to ten and one thousand, as with NMOS. 

Depending on whether we consider ordinary CMOS or CMOS fabricated by the SOS tech

nique, energy dissipation is dominated by €wire or fsini· This is because CMOS-SOS has very low 

interconnect capacitance making eWI,, small. The dominant form of energy dissipation in each 

style is currently of the order of a femtojoule; this could scale down to about 0.05 f J if the dissi

pation density does not lead to thermal failure. The problem, however, is not as acute as with 

I2L, where the dissipation is continuous; the fact that CMOS dissipation occurs mainly during 

transitions could conceivably be exploited using circuit design and system timing schemes which 

exploit the speed of individual gates to the fullest extent possible without causing them to change 

state too often. 

5.3. Integrated Injection Logic 

Integrated Injection Logic is perhaps the most promising bipolar technology for VLSI, 

mainly by virtue of its low power dissipation. In addition, this logic family is dense and is partic

ularly suitable for gate arrays. A typical gate consists of a four-output inverter whose outputs 

can be wire-ored with the outputs of other inverters. 
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While a number of studies give results on the intrinsic limitations of the bipolar components 

used for 121, little has been said about the behavior of this logic family in circuit configurations. 

We rely primarily on the work of Evans [4J and of Hart et al. [7] for the constant factor esti

mates given here. 

With current linewidths in the one micron range, the parameter Agate is of the order of ten 

microns. Devices with Tgate as low as 2 ns are within the realm of currently available technology, 

but this is already close to physical limits imposed by collector-base capacitances. It is thus rea

sonable to conclude that in the case of 121, the benefits of scaling will consist mainly of lower 

injection current requirements for minimum-delay devices. Estandb!f• currently of the order of a 

hundredth of a picojoule, can be expected to fall to about one femtojoule over the next decade. 

There could be a problem regarding the density of power dissipation on the chip, since 121 is a 

very dense family. 

The problem of reverse leakage through wire-ored transistors is not as serious as for NMOS, 

and we permit up to a hundred sources for a hyperedge. The number of sinks, however, clearly 

cannot exceed one. 

5.4. Josephson Junction - Current Injection Logic 

IBM has fabricated circuits out of current injecting Josephson junction devices [5J. Pwjec

tions of circuit performance under device and circuit scaling are given in [9]. Our description of 

current injection logic here is based mainly on these reports. 

There are two basic gates, a two-input AND and a two-input OR; inversion is accomplished 

by means of a "clocked inverter" 15]. Gheewala reports figures on "four-input gates" as well, but 

these appear to be made up of two-input gate structures. Moreover, they do not differ 

significantly in performance from a tree of two-input ANDs. A feature unique to this technology 

is that gates are latching; in order to perform a new computation with a gate, it is necessary to 

turn off the power supply briefly. Circuits using this technology thus utilize power supplies that 

are cycled periodically (at approximately one nanosecond intervals in current practice). 

Current linewidths in this technology are of the order of two microns; but the presence of a 

number of inductances and resistances in the gates raises gate size to about 4000 µ m2, yielding a 

figure of about 60 µm for Agate· Signals propagate along interconnect lines that are essentially 

transmission lines. However, we impose the restriction that a signal transmitted during one power 

supply cycle should be received during the same cycle at the "far end". This is a somewhat con

servative approach to synchronization, and limits the maximum length of interconnect transmis

sion lines to about a. tenth of a meter or lOsµm. 
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Gheewala has split delays in this technology into three components: (i) gate delay, (ii) cross

ing delay, and (iii) propagation delay. While gate and propagation delay have clear-cut analogues 

in other technologies, the term crossing delay requires some explanation. Since information 

transfer is in the form of a current rather than a voltage, the output of a gate drives the input of 

another if the latter is a part of the output current loop of the former. A current pulse traveling 

on this loop suffers a delay in "crossing" the gate being driven; this corresponds to fanout delay in 

technologies like NMOS and CMOS. 

Current values for these parameters are in the range of 10 ps for Tgate and for rfanouti and 

.01 ps / µm for r 1011,. Power dissipation is not a characteristic of any single state assumed by the 

gates, but takes on a steady-state form instead. Gheewala reports values in the range of 1-10 µ W 

for power dissipation, which yields figures in the range of 0.01-0.1 fJ for €standby; we adopt the 

upper limit for our estimate. 

Ko and Van Duzer suggest [9J that in this technology, area and delay cannot be minimized 

simultaneously. Their work indicates, however, that gate delay can be brought down to about 5 

ps by means of various optimizations, while propagation delay can be cut by a factor of four. 

Crossing delay seems harder to reduce, and it is likely that a heavy price will be paid for fanout 

in current injection logic of the future. 

5.5. Josephson Junction - Current Steering Logic 

Current-steering logic is an alternate form of Josephson junction circuitry, developed for use 

in conjunction with single-flux-quantum memory devices [6]. Current-steered superconducting 

loops form the basis for logic implementation; this has a useful property we will discuss below. 

Gue'ret et al. have demonstrated the feasibility of a complete family of logic gates consisting of a 

two-input AND, a two-input OR and an inverter. It is worth noting that all gates provide both 

true and complemented outputs, so that in effect we have NANDs and NORs as well; this is 

because current is switched between two loops each of which could drive other gates (somewhat 

like ECL). 

From the figures reported in [6J, we can arrive at an estimate of 500 ps for Tgate and Tfanaut· 

Values for 'A gate are of the order of 100 µ m, with 10 µ m lines. Gue'ret et al. state that energy 

dissipation occurs only during switching events; the magnitude depends on the loop inductance 

and hence the wire length, so that this is a case of f. 101re dissipation. In addition, however, we 

expect an f.stanaby component in the current source(s) driving the circuit. 

The figure for f. 101 re dissipation is not easy to estimate as in other technologies, since fanout 

plays a very complicated role in the process. Large fanouts call for long output loops, the induc

tance of which determines the dissipation. However, the inductance can be prevented from grow

ing linearly with the fanout by increasing the width of the line. We thus give a somewhat 
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conservative estimate of 0.02 fl/ Awir1 for present technology. 

The loop structure restricts Omu to one. 

5.6. Gallium Arsenide Logic Circuitry 

Recent advances in gallium arsenide technology have paved the way for high performance 

combinational logic. The two c~asses of GaAs circuit technology that exhibit the most promise 

are self-aligned MESFET circuits and High Electron Mobility Transistor (HEMT) circuitry llJ. A 

more. comprehensive review of the various kinds of GaAs circuitry can be found in 13]. Our 

figures here are mainly from these sources. 

Current linewidths are of the order of a micron, as with other technologies. The most com

plex GaAs chip known is the 8 x 8 multiplier of Lee et al. 110], with over a thousand gates and 

me35uring 2. 7mm by 2.25mm. A gate density of 33000 gates/ cm2 was reported then, while Abe 

et al. exhibit a somewhat higher density in [lJ. From these figures it is reasonable to assume a 

figure of 10 µm for Ag4 t8 with present technology. 

Gate delays approaching 10 ps have been reorted in recent GaAs literature [10]. 

6. Conclusion 

Our discussion of the model would be incomplete without a list of the problems encountered 

in using it. We therefore conclude this report with a summary of situations that are hard to 

model, and the limitations of our model as a consequence of these situations. 

Practical memory devices are not made of static latch circuits unless speed is of the essence. 

In fact, information storage is often realized by means of very much simpler circuitry - such as 

the single-transistor cell in dynamic MOS memories. The inability of our model to deal with such 

phenomena forces us to use expensive static circuits for storage in any constructions using this 

model. 

The second major shortcoming of the model is in the treatment of switch devices, like pass

transistors in NMOS. In practice, the availability of these devices often reduces circuit area 

significantly. 

It should be stressed that ours is a strictly "upper bound" model, and generally overesti

mates the area/time/energy metric. Our goal in developing this model was to to be able to Corm 

estimates that are within an order of magnitude of the exact value. Some of these conservative 

assumptions were made necessary by our objective of catering to several technologies, given the 

diversity of the underlying physical phenomena. 

A major application of this model would thus consist in the evaluation of different circuit 

solutions for a given problem. Asymptotic predictions of circuit complexity and performance 
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(under different metrics) can be made, subject to technological limits; for instance, it may be pos

sible to predict that the area of the chip solving a certain problem grows as the square of the size 

of the input, as long as the area does not exceed amaa: and the longest wire in the circuit does not 

exceed >..maz· 

Within the costraints of these limitations, our model permits some useful comparisons and 

estimates; in particular, our provision for the evaluation of energy consumption is perhaps the 

most general classification of energy dissipation modes in VLSI to date. Our experience in using 

the model has been that it avoids the minute details that complicate circuit simulation models, 

while retaining a more realistic picture of reality than existing g_raph-theoretic models. 
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